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Abstract
We consider the approximate solution of discrete optimization problems using procedures
that are capable of magnifying the effectiveness of any given heuristic algorithm through sequen-
tial app!ication. In particular, we embed the problem within a dynamic programming framlework.
and we introduce several types of rollout algorithms. which are related to notions of policy iter-
ation. WNe provide conditions guaranteeing that the rollout. algorithm improves the performance
of the original heuristic algorithm. The method is illustrated in the context of a machine main-
tenance and repair problem.
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1. inltroduction
1. INTRODUCTION
TWe discuss the approximate solution of broad classes of combinatorial optimization problems by
embedding them within a Dynamic Programming framework (DP for short). The key idea. is
to employ a given heuristic in the construction of an optimal cost-to-go function approximation,
which is then used in the spirit of the Neuro-Dynamic Programlming/Reinforcement Lea.rning
methodology (NDP for short; see [BBS95], [BeT96] for broad discussions of this methodology).
In the next section, we will introduce a general graph search problem that will serve as the
context of our methodology. To illustrate the ideas involved, however, let us consider the following
type of problem. which includes as special cases problems such as shortest path: assignment.
scheduling, matching, etc. The problem is characterized by a finite set U of feasible solutions,
and by a cost function g(u). Each solution u h-aLs N components: that is, it has the form
U = (Ui, u2, .'. ,uN). where NI is a positive integer. tWe want to find a solution u. [ i that
minilmizes (l(u).
'W'e can view the preceding problem as a sequential decision problem, whereby the corn-
ponents u.l ...,.LN are selected one-at-a-time. An 7l-tuple (zl,...-, u) consisting of the first. 12
components of a solution is called an n?-solution. We associate n-solutions n-ith the n,th stage
of a DP prol)lem. In particular. for-n. = 1 ....... V. the states of the n1th stage are of the form
(U] ..... ,,). The initial state is a dummy (artificial) state. From this state we ma- move to any
state (ut). with u.l belonging to the set
i1l = f-{l I there exists a solution of the form ( U2 ..... N ) C U)}
More generally.- from a state of the form
(u *... Un-1i)
we may move to any state of the form
(Ul, Un- i-, Un)
with u, belonging to the set
Un(,(ul.., u .,-) = I{n  there exists a solution of the form (u1,... ,'Uan-s, i,,U,,... ,*v:) E U}.
The controls available at state (ul,.. ., unl) are u,, E Un((u,... U-] ). The terminal states of
the problem correspond to the N-solutions (ul,..., ujN), and the only nonzero cost is the termi.nal
cost g(U1, .. U).
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Let J*(ui,..., un) denote the optimal cost starting from the n-solution (ui,..., un), that
is, the optimal cost of the problem over solutions whose first n components are constrained to be
equal to ui, i = 1,..., n, respectively. If we knew the optimal cost-to-go function J*(ul, Un. ),
we could construct an optimal solution by a sequence of N single component minimizations. In
particular, an optimal solution (u ,.. ., uy) could be obtained through the algorithm
* arg mmin J*(u1,...,2_ 1 ,i) i = 1.. N. (1)
Unfortunately, the preceding DP formulation is seldom viable, because of the prohibitive
computation required to obtain the optimal cost-to-go function J*(ui,...,un). In NDP, this
difficulty is dealt with by replacing J*(ui,..., un) with approximations
J(u1, * , Un)
and by obtaining· a suboptimal solution (iil,..., UrN) sequentially, through the algorithm
uii = arg min J(ui .... , ui-., ui), i = 1,... ,N. (2)
uiEUi(l ...... i-I)
The function J will be called a scoring function or approximate cost-to-go function, and may
contain some adjustable parameter vector that can be tuned using special "training" methods.
In this paper, however, we restrict attention to scoring functions that are based on heuristic
algorithms. In particular, we will assume that we have a heuristic algorithm, which starting from
an n-solution (u, ... , un), can produce a complete N-solution (ul,. ... , unr) whose cost is denoted
by H(ul,..., un). One possibility, studied in this paper, is to approximate the optimal cost-to-go
function with the scoring function
J(u,. .. ,Un) = H(ul,.. .,Un) (3)
A more general possibility is to use multiple heuristic algorithms, which are weighted with some
scalar weights to provide the approximation J(ul,...,un). In this paper, we assume that the
weights are fixed (although they could be adjusted through a separate trial-and-error process).
In a more general NDP approach, the weights could be tunable parameters and could depend on
some features of the given problem. This more general approach will be the subject of a separate
report.
In the next section, we consider a graph search problem that is more general than the
combinatorial problem described above, and we introduce a corresponding DP framework. We
then formulate several sequential methods for constructing solutions, and we illustrate these
methods through some examples.
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2. GRAPH SEARCH PROBLEMS AND ROLLOUT ALGORITHMS
Let us introduce a graph search problem that can serve as a general model for discrete optimiza-
tion. We are given a directed graph with node set Jf and arc set 4, and a special node s, which
we call the origin. We are also given a subset V of nodes, called destinations, and a cost function
g(i) on the set 7. The destination nodes are terminal in the sense that they have no outgoing
arcs. WVe allow the node and arc sets, KJ and A, to contain an infinite number of elements. We
require, however, that the number of destination nodes be finite. We want to find a directed path
that starts at the origin s, ends at one of the destination nodes i E 7, and is such that the cost
g(i) is minimized.
For convenience, and without loss of generality, we will assume that given an ordered pair
of nodes (i, j), there is at most one arc with start node i and end node j, which (if it exists) will
be denoted by (i, j). In this way, a directed path consisting of arcs (il, i2), (i2 , i3 ), .. , (in- 1, in)
is unambiguously specified as the sequence of nodes (il, i2,., in).
As an example of the preceding formulation, consider the optimization problem discussed
in the preceding section. The origin is an artificial starting state, the n-solutions (ul,.... ,n),
n = 1,..., N, can be identified with the remaining nodes, and the (complete) N-solutions can be
identified with the set of destinations.
Similar to the construction used in the preceding section, we can transform the graph search
problem into a DP problem. In particular, the nodes correspond to the states of the DP problem,
the controls available at a given state/node and the corresponding successor states/nodes are
the outgoing arcs from the node and the associated end nodes of the arcs, respectively. The
destination nodes i are terminal states of the DP problem, where the terminal cost g(i) is incurred.
Let us now assume that we have a path construction algorithm 7I, which given a non-
destination node i ~ K, constructs a directed path (i, il,...,ir,i) starting at i and ending at
one of the destination nodes i. Implicit in this assumption is that for every non-destination node,
there exists at least one path starting at that node and ending at some destination node. We
denote by H(i) the corresponding cost; that is,
H(i) = 9(), V i . (4)
If i is a destination node, by convention we write
H(i) = g(i), V i E 7. (5)
Note that while the algorithm R7 will generally yield a suboptimal solution, the path that it
constructs may involve a fairly sophisticated suboptimization. For example, 7- may construct
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several paths ending at destination nodes according to some heuristics, and then select the path
that yields minimal cost.
One possibility for suboptimal solution of the problem is to start at the origin s and use the
algorithm EH to obtain a solution of cost H(s). We instead propose to use 7t to construct a path to
a destination node sequentially. At the typical step of the sequence, we consider all downstream
neighbors j of a node i, we run H starting from each of these neighbors, and we then move to the
neighbor from which 7H gives the best result. The idea of starting with some algorithm, and using
it to construct another, hopefully improved, algorithm is implicit in the policy iteration method
of DP and in the use of a rollout policy, which is a form of policy iteration; see [BeT96] (the
name "rollout policy" was used by Tesauro [TeG96] in connection with one of his simulation-based
computer backgammon algorithms). This connection will be shown to be particularly relevant
to our context, and for this reason we call the sequential version of 7i the rollout algorithm based
on X7, and we denote it by I7ZI.
To formally describe the rollout algorithm, let N(i) denote the set of downstream neighbors
of node i, that is,
N(i) = {j I (i,j) is an arc}). (6)
Note that N(i) is nonempty for every non-destination node i, since there exists at least one path
starting at i and ending at a destination. The rollout algorithm starts with the origin node s. At
the typical step, given a node sequence (s, il, ... , im), where im is not a destination, J7Rl adds to
the sequence a node im+l such that
im+ =arg min H(j). (7)jEN(im)
If im+l is a destination node, the path (s, i,... ,, im,+l) is taken to be the solution gener-
ated by RHI, with corresponding cost g(im+l). Otherwise, the process is repeated with the
sequence (s,il,.... im,im+l) replacing (s,il,...,im). Once 7RZ has terminated with a path
(s,il,... ,im, i), we will have obtained the paths constructed by 71 starting from each of the
nodes il,... , im. The best of these paths yields a cost
min H(ik).
k=l,...,m
We first note that while 71, by definition, has the property that it yields a path terminating
at a destination starting from any node, the rollout algorithm 7?Z need not have this property
in the absence of additional conditions. We will later introduce a variant of TRH that always
terminates. The following example illustrates how J7Z may fail to terminate.
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Example 1: (Nonterminating R7HI)
Assume that there is a single destination d and that all other nodes are arranged in a directed cycle.
Each non-destination node i has two outgoing arcs: one arc that belongs to the cycle, and another
arc which is (i, d). Suppose that starting from a node i =7 d, the path generated by 7-( consists of
two arcs: the first arc is (i, j) where j is the node subsequent to i on the cycle, and the second arc
is (j, d). Then it can be seen that 1Z-t continually repeats the cycle and never terminates.
We say that R73- is terminating if it is guaranteed to terminate finitely starting from ally
state. One important case where RJY is terminating is when the graph is acyclic and the set of
nodes AP is finite, since then the nodes of the path generated by R7IT cannot be repeated and their
number is bounded by the number of nodes in Af. As a first step towards developing another
case where RH-7 is terminating, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 1: The algorithm H is said to be sequentially consistent if for every node i, whenever
?t generates the path (i, i1,..., im, i) starting at i, it also generates the path (il,.. :, im,p ) starting
at the node ii.
Example 1 above illustrates a situation where 7- is not sequentially consistent. On the other
hand, there are many examples of sequentially consistent algorithms that are used as heuristics in
combinatorial optimization. For instance, greedy algorithms of various types and other algorithms
that inherently have a sequential character often tend to be sequentially consistent. The following
example provides an important context where a sequentially consistent algorithm arises.
Example 2: (7t Defined by a Heuristic Evaluation Function)
Suppose that we have a real-valued function F defined on N, where F(i) represents an estimate of
the optimal cost starting from i, that is, the minimal cost g(i) that can be obtained with a path
that starts at i and ends at one of the destination nodes a E V. Then F can be used to define the
path generating algorithm 7- as follows:
The algorithm 7-d starts at a node i with the degenerate path (i). At the typical step, given
a path (i, ii,... , in), where im is not a destination, R7-t adds to the path a node i,,+l such that
in+l = arg mrin F(j). (8)
jEN(im)
If im+l is a destination, 7- terminates with the path (s, i ,..., imi+l). Otherwise, the process
is repeated with the path (s, i,., i. . , im+) replacing (s, ii,..., ir).
Let us assume that 7- terminates starting from every node (this has to be verified inde-
pendently). Let us also assume that whenever there is a tie in the minimization of Eq. (8), the
algorithm -t resolves the tie in a manner that is fixed and independent of the starting node i of the
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path, e.g., by resolving the tie in favor of the numerically smallest node j that attains the minimum
in Eq. (8). Then it can be seen that 7-i is sequentially consistent.
For a sequentially consistent algorithm -t, we will assume a restriction in the way the
algorithm R7- resolves ties in selecting the next node on its path via Eq. (7); this restriction
will guarantee that R7 is terminating, and is also needed to ensure that RT7- is sequentially
consistent. We will assume that whenever there is a tie in the minimization (7), 7Z7- resolves the
tie in a manner that is independent of the starting node of the path (similar to the preceding
example). To elaborate, suppose that at the typical step, where we are given a node sequence
(s, i1, ... ,im), we have
H(ir) = min H(j). (9)jEN(im)
In this case, the path (im, i' ,.. ,l) generated by the algorithm -H starting at im yields a cost
H(im) = g(i') that is equal to the best obtainable from the successor nodes i E N(i,), and the
node im+ 1 attains the minimum in the preceding equation. We require that if there are some
other nodes, in addition to i+1,' attaining this minimum, the next node added to the current
sequence (s, i . . , im) is i ' +1 . Under this convention for tie-breaking, we show in the following
proposition that RHt terminates at a destination and yields a cost that is no larger than the cost
yielded by 7- .
Proposition 1: Let the algorithm IH be sequentially consistent. Then T7-1 is terminating.
Furthermore, if (il,...
.
, im) is the path generated by ?7Z- starting from a non-destination node
i1 and ending at a destination node im, we have
H(il) > H(i 2 ) > ... > H(im-1) > H(im). (10)
Equivalently, in view of Eq. (6), we have
H(im) = min {H(il) min H(j),..., min H()} (11)
Proof: Let (il,i2,...,i m,...) be the path generated by Z7- starting from a non-destination
node i1 . For each m = 1, 2,..., let (im, i +li ,2m) be the path generated by H- starting
at im, where im is a destination node. Then, since 7-l is sequentially consistent, we have
H(im) = H(im+l) = g(rm). (12)
Furthermore, since im+1 E N(im), we have using the definition of 7Zt [cf. Eq. (6)]
H(i+l ) >_ min H(j) = H(im+l).
jEN(im)
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Combining the last two relations, we obtain
H(i,) > H(im+i), m = 1,2,.... (13)
and also, equivalently,
g(m) > g(+l), m = 1,2,... (14)
To show that RTHI is terminating, consider two successive nodes im and im+l generated by
Z14X. Then, in view of Eq. (13), either H(im) > H(i,+l), or else H(i,) = H(im+l). In the
latter case, in view of the convention for breaking ties that occur in Eq. (9), the path generated
by H-I starting from im+l is the tail portion of the path generated by %7- starting from im, and
has one arc less. Thus the number of nodes generated by R77t between successive times that the
inequality H(im) > H(im+i) holds is finite. On the other hand, the inequality H(im) > H(im+i)
can occur only a finite number of times, since the number of destination nodes is finite, and
the destination node of the path generated by XH starting from i, cannot be repeated if the
inequality H(im) > H(im+l) holds. Therefore, RH7- is terminating. The relation (13) then
implies the desired relations (10) and (11), thus completing the proof. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1 shows that in the sequentially consistent case, algorithm R-71 has an important
"automatic cost sorting" property, whereby it follows the best path generated by 'H. In particular,
when R2- generates a path (il,. .. , im), it does so by using 7H to generate a collection of other
paths starting from all the successor nodes of the intermediate nodes il,..., i- l. However,
(i, ... , im) is guaranteed to be the best among this collection [cf. Eq. (11)]. Of course this does
not guarantee that the path generated by R1Z- will be a near-optimal path, because the collection
of paths generated by 7- may be "poor." Still, the property whereby ZgH at all times follows the
best path found so far is intuitively reassuring.
The following example illustrates the preceding concepts.
Example 3: (One-Dimensional Walk)
Consider a person who walks on a straight line and at each time period takes either a unit step
to the left or a unit step to the right. There is a cost function assigning cost g(i) to each integer
i. Given an integer starting point on the line, the person wants to minimize the cost of the point
where he will end up after a given and fixed number N of steps.
We can formulate this problem as a graph search problem of the type discussed in the
preceding section. In particular, without loss of generality, let us assume that the starting point is
the origin, so that the person's position after n steps will be some integer in the interval [-in, n].
The nodes of the graph are identified with pairs (k, m), where k is the number of steps taken so
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far (k = 1,... ,N) and m is the person's position (m E [-k, kJ). A node (k,mn) with k < N has
two outgoing arcs with end nodes (k + 1, m - 1) (corresponding to a left step) and (k + 1, mn- + 1)
(corresponding to a right step). The starting state is (0, 0) and the terminating states are of the
form (N, m), where m is of the form N - 21 and I E [0, N] is the number of left steps taken.
Let 71 be defined as the algorithm, which, starting at a node (k, m), takes N - k successive
steps to the right and terminates at the node (N, m + N- k). Note that 7 is sequentially consistent.
The algorithm R7F-, at node (k, m) compares the cost of the destination node (N, m + N - k)
(corresponding to taking a step to the right and then following 71) and the cost of the destination
node (N, m + N - k - 2) (corresponding to taking a step to the left and then following 71). Let us
say -that an integer i E [-N + 2, N - 2] is a local minimum if g(i - 2) > g(i) and g(i) < g(i + 2).
Let us also say that N (or -N) is a local minimum if g(N - 2) < g(N) [or g(-N) < g(-N + 2),
respectively]. Then it can be seen, using Eq. (11), that starting from the origin (0, 0), 7?Z obtains
the local minimum that is closest to N, (see Fig. 1). This is no worse (and typically better) than
the integer N obtained by 7H. Note that if g has a unique local minimum in the set of integers in
the range [-N, N], the minimum must also be global, and it will be found by R7. This example
illustrates how 1Z71 may exhibit "intelligence" that is totally lacking from 71, and is in agreement
with the result of Prop. 1.
(0,0)
(N,-N) (N,O) , (N,N)
g(i)
-N 0 i N-2 N i
Figure 1: Illustration of the path generated by the rollout algorithm 1ZR1 in
Example 3. R17 keeps moving to the left up to the time where 7-1 generates
two destinations (N, ) and (N, - 2) with g(i) < g(i - 2). Then it continues to
move to the right ending at the destination (N, i), which corresponds to the local
minimum closest to N.
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3. INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF DP AND POLICY ITERATION
Let us now interpret the concepts and results presented so far in the context of DP. If we view
the graph search problem of this section as a DP problem in the manner described earlier, we
can see that the algorithm 1H corresponds to a policy LH, that is, a choice at any one node of
a successor node, which may depend on the choice of initial node/state. In particular, if a path
(il,...,im, imr+) is generated by I' starting from node ii, then for any ik, k 1, ... ,, the
policy /H specifies the successor node choice
tH (il, ik) = ik+ 1
In the terminology of DP, such a policy is called semi-Markov. On the other hand, if 'H is
sequentially consistent, the choice of the successor node does not depend on the initial node/state,
and in the terminology of DP, /UH is called a Markov or stationary policy.
Consider now the rollout algorithm 7RZ, assuming that it is terminating. Then it can
be seen that similar to 'H, algorithm 7Z7 defines a policy ILRH that is stationary regardless of
whether pH is stationary. Thus, in particular, R7' is sequentially consistent (conrpare also with
Example 2). In fact it can be verified that /RH is the policy that would be generated by a single
iteration of the classical policy iteration algorithm starting with policy /H. It is well-known from
DP theory that a policy iteration starting from a terminating stationary policy produces another
terminating stationary policy of improved cost. This is in agreement with the result of Prop. 1,
which essentially shows that if /H is stationary, then LRH is stationary and has improved cost.
Let us note that, assuming TZ7 is terminating, we may consider the rollout algorithm RH1Z,
in place of 't. This will generate another algorithm, call it 7Z2'H, which in a DP context will
correspond to a policy /IR2H. This is the stationary policy obtained from / RH via a policy
iteration, or equivalently, from pH via two successive policy iterations.
Finally, let us consider a two-step lookahead rollout algorithm, which we will call ZR2HI. This
algorithm is defined similar to 7Z7Z with the only difference that at a given node i, we consider
the set N 2 (i) of all possible two-step successor nodes of i, that is, the set of nodes j for which
there exists an intermediate node j' such that j' E N(i) and j E N(j'). The next node generated
by R27t. is a node j such that
3 = arg min H(j). (15)
jEN2 (i)
The algorithm R72' bears no clear relation to algorithms TH7t and RZ2 H. In particular, no
inference can be drawn regarding the cost functions of these three algorithms, other than the
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relation mentioned earlier that 727H yields no worse cost than RH71 starting from any initial
node.
4. ALTERNATIVE ROLLOUT ALGORITHMS
We now consider some generalizations of the results and algorithms discussed so far. WVe first show
that the result of Prop. 1 holds under weaker conditions on the algorithm '7. Let us introduce
the following definition:
Definition 2: Suppose that algorithm 71 generates, starting at each node i , A, a path
(i, i, . . . , im) with the property
H(i) > H(il). (16)
Then the algorithm 7I is said to be sequentially improving.
It can be seen that a sequentially consistent 7 is also sequentially improving, with equality
holding in Eq. (16). If we now use Eq. (16) in place of Eq. (12) in the proof of Prop. 1, we see
that this proof carries through verbatim. We thus have the following generalization of Prop. 1:
Proposition 2: Let the algorithm 71 be sequentially improving, and suppose that R7H7 is
terminating. Then, if (il,.. ., ir) is the path generated by 7?t7 starting from a non-destination
node il and ending at a destination node i,, we have
H(im) = min H(i), min H(j),. .. , min H(j)}. (17)
jEN(il) jEN(ira-1)
Example 4:
Consider the one-dimensional walk problem of Example 3, and let 71 be defined as the algorithm
that, starting at a node (k, m), compares the cost g(m + N - k) (corresponding to taking all of the
remaining N - k steps to the right) and the cost g(m - N + k) (corresponding to taking all of the
remaining N - k steps to the left), and accordingly moves to node
(N,m + N- k) if g(m + N- k) < g(m- N + k),
or to node
(N, m - N + k) if g(m-N+ k) <g(m+N-k).
It can be seen that '1 is not sequentially consistent, but is instead sequentially improving. Using
Eq. (17), it follows that starting from the origin (0, 0), R7-H obtains the global minimum of g in the
interval [-N, N], while 71 obtains the better of the two points -N and N.
---------- ----------· --------- - - - -- - ~ - ~ -11
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The Extended Rollout Algorithm
We can always modify the problem and the algorithm X7 so that Prop. 2 applies. In particular,
let us consider the extended version of the problem, whereby the graph (AJ, A) is enlarged by
adding for each non-destination node i an arc (i, d(i)), where d(i) is the destination at which
the path generated by 7I terminates, starting from i. (This arc is not added if it already exists.)
Then '7 is modified so that starting from each non-destination node i for which
min H(j) > H(i) = g(d(i)), (18)
jEN(i)
it generates instead the path (i, d(i)). It is seen that the modified version of 7I so obtained,
referred to as the extended 7I and denoted by '7e, is sequentially improving. Thus, Prop. 2
applies to the rollout algorithm based on the extended -I, which is referred to as the extended
rollout algorithm and is denoted by R7te. This algorithm proceeds exactly like Zt7 up to the
first node i for which Eq. (18) holds, and then terminates with the destination node d(i).
The Optimized Rollout Algorithm
If 7- is not sequentially improving, it is possible in general that R7- generates a worse solution
than the solutions generated by 7I from the same starting node. However, it is always possible
to correct this deficiency by a minor modification of Z7-I. In particular, in the process of running
R7-I, one generates several solutions, and upon termination of R7-I, one can choose out of all
these solutions, one that has minimal cost. This version of the rollout algorithm, is referred to
as the optimized rollout algorithm and is denoted by R*7I. Note that if 7- is terminating, then
7ZR** is guaranteed to generate a no worse solution than all of the algorithms 7-, Z7-, and R7-Ie.
The Fortified Rollout Algorithm
Let us introduce an alternative sequential version of 7I. This version is referred to as the fortified
rollout algorithm and is denoted by RWII. As the notation suggests, R7-t turns out to be the
rollout algorithm based on a path construction algorithm X7, which is derived from 7t and will
be defined shortly. The fortified rollout algorithm RT-I starts at s, and maintains, in addition to
the current sequence of nodes (s, i ,..., im), a path
P(im) = (i , im+II,... ,** ikam), (19)
ending at a destination im. Initially, P(s) is the path generated by 7 starting from s. At
the typical step of R7i, we have a node sequence (s, ii,.. :,im), where im , A, and the path
12
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P(im) = ,m/+1...i', Z,,m). Then, if
min H(j) < g(im), (20)
jEN(im)
R7?7 adds to the node sequence (s, i,.. . , im) the node
im+1 =arg mmin H(j),
jEN(im)
and sets P(im+l) to the path generated by A1, starting from im+l. On the other hand, if
min H(j) > g(im), (21)
jEN(im)
7R7- adds to the node sequence (s, ii,..., iim) the node
im+l = i'nm+l1
and sets P(im+l) to the path (im+l i r+ 2, ·.. , i, i). If i,+l is a destination, R71 terminates,
and otherwise 7Z-7 starts the next step with m + 1 replacing m.
The main idea behind the construction of k7Zg is to follow the path P(im) unless a path of
lower cost is discovered through Eq. (20). It can be seen that Z7C1 may be viewed as the rollout
algorithm R71Z- corresponding to a modified version of 71, called fortified X, and denoted 71. This
algorithm is applied to a slightly modified version of the original problem, which involves an
additional downstream neighbor for each node i, that is generated in the course of the algorithm.
7?7 and for which the condition (21) holds. For every such node im, the additional neighbor is
a copy of i ' +1, and the path generated by 71 starting from this copy is (i+ .. ,i,m). From
every other node, the path generated by 71 is the same as the path generated by 7H. It can be
seen that 71 is sequentially improving, so that 7Z7? is terminating and has the automatic cost
sorting property of Props. 1 and 2; that is,
H(i) = min {H(i), min H(j),..., min H(j)}.
jEN(il) jEN(im-1)
The above property can also be easily verified directly, using the definition of 7RZ7. It can also be
seen that the fortified rollout algorithm R.Z7 will always perform at least as well. as the extended
rollout algorithm IZ7 1e. The potential improvement in performance is obtained at the expense of
the modest additional overhead involved. in maintaining the path P(im). Note that when 71 is
sequentially consistent, all three rollout algorithms 2Z71, R2l.e, and R71 coincide.
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Using Multiple Path Construction Algorithms
We finally note that one may use multiple path construction algorithms in the preceding frame-
work. In particular, let us assume that we have K algorithms 'I1,. . . ,K. The kth of these
algorithms, given a node i ¢ NA, produces a path (i, ii,..., im, i) that ends at a destination node
i, and the corresponding cost is denoted by Hk(i) = g(t). Generalizing our earlier approach, we
can use the K algorithms in an approximation architecture of the form
J(i) = min Hk(i), (22)
k=1,...,K
or of the form
K
J(iri, . . .,rK) = rkHk(i), (23)
k=l
where rk are some fixed scalar weights obtained by trial and error. The rollout algorithms
R7Z, R7"e,, and 7ZH easily generalize for the case of Eq. (22), by replacing H(i) with J(i), and by
defining the path generated starting from a node i as the path generated by the path construction
algorithm which attains the minimum in Eq. (22). In the case of Eq. (23), the rollout algorithm
RH7 also generalizes easily by replacing H(i) with J(i, rl,..., rK), but in order to generalize the
algorithms RZ7-e, and 7Z7-, the path generated from a node i must also be defined. There are
several possibilities along this line. A different type of possibility for the case of Eq. (23), is to
use tunable weights, which are obtained by training using NDP methodology. This is discussed
in the recent textbook [BeT96], and will be the subject of a future report.
5. SOME COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
We have tested rollout algorithms in a variety of contexts. We have consistently found that they
can be very effective and that they can substantially improve the performance of the original
heuristic. In this section, we provide an example involving a combinatorial two-stage maintenance
and repair problem (in fact a stochastic programming problem).
Consider a repair shop that has a number of spare parts that can be used to maintain a
given collection of machines of T different types over two stages. A machine that is broken down
at the beginning of a stage can be immediately repaired with the use of one spare part or it can be
discarded, in which case a cost Ct is incurred. A machine of type t that is operational (possibly
thanks to repair) at the beginning of a stage breaks down during that stage with probability pt,
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independently of other breakdowns, and may be repaired at the end of the stage, so that it is
operational at the beginning of the next stage. Knowing the number of available spare parts,
number of machines of each type, and the number of initially broken down machines, the problem
is to find the repair policy that minimizes the expected total cost of the machines that break
down and do not get repaired. The essence of the problem is to trade off repairing the first stage
breakdowns with leaving enough spare parts to repair the most expensive of the second stage
breakdowns.
Let s is the number of initially available spare parts, and let ?n and y be the vectors
m= (m1,...,mT), y= (yl,..., YT),
where mt, t = 1,... , T, is the number of machines of type t (all assumed to be initially working),
and yt, t = 1,... ,T, is the number of breakdowns of machines of type t during the first stage.
The decision to be made is
U = (Ul, UT),
where ut is the number of spare parts used to repair breakdowns of machines of type t at the end
of the first stage. We note that at the second stage, it is optimal to use the remaining spare parts
to repair the machines that break in the order of their cost (that is, repair the most expensive
broken machines, then if spare parts are left over, consider the next most expensive broken
machines, etc). Thus, if we start the second stage with 3 spare parts, and mt working machines
of type t = 1,..., T, and during the second stage, Y-t machines of type t break, t = 1,..., T, the
optimal cost of the second stage, which is denoted by G(Tmi, , ), where
m =(ml,... ,fT), = .
can be calculated analytically. We will not give the formula for the function G, because it is quite
complicated, although it can be easily programmed for computation.
Let us denote by R the expected value, over the second stage breakdowns, of the second
stage cost
R(TmT, S) = Ey[G(mT, V, s)]-
Then in the first stage, and once the first stage breakdowns are known, the problem is to find
u - (u1, UT) that solves the problem
T T
minimize E Ct(yt - t) + R m-y u, ut)
t=l t=l
T
subject to EUt < O < ut < t, t=1,...,T.
t=l
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This is the problem we wish to solve approximately by using a rollout algorithm.
We reformulate this first stage problem as a path construction problem. In the reformulated
problem, the nodes of the graph are triplets (m, y, s). Destination nodes are the ones for which
y = 0 and the repair/no repair decision has been made for all the first stage breakdowns. At a
non-destination node, the control choices are to select a particular breakdown type, say t, with
Yt > 0, and then select between two options:
(1) Leave the breakdown unrepaired, in which case the triplet (m, y, s) evolves to
(ml,..., yt-1, yt - 1, mt+l,... ... ,yt-1, - , Yt+1, ,YT, S)
and the cost Ct of permanently losing the corresponding machine is incurred.
(2) Repair the breakdown, in which case the triplet (m, y, s) evolves to
(ral,. .. ,rMT, Yl,...,Yt-l,Yt - 1,yt+l,...,YT,S- 1),
and no cost is incurred.
Once we have yl = ... = T = 0, there is no decision to make, and we simply pay the optimal
cost-to-go of the second stage, R(Tml,..., mTT, §), and terminate.
We consider rollout policies based on heuristic algorithms. We used the following two
heuristics, which given the triplet (ml, y, s), produce a first stage solution u:
(1) Proportional Heuristic: In this heuristic, we compute an estimate N of the total number of
second stage breakdowns based on the probabilities pt of breakdown of individual machines
of type t. In particular, we have N = t=lptN, where Nt is a heuristic estimate of
the number of working machines of type t at the start of the second stage, based on the
already known vectors m and y. We form the estimated ratio of first stage to second stage
breakdowns,
Ft=1 Ytf=N
We then fix the number of spare parts to be used in the first stage to
S1 = afs,
where a is a positive parameter. The first stage problem is then solved by allocating the sl
spare parts to machines of type t in the order of the costs Ct(1 -pt). (The factor of 1 - pt is
used to account for the undesirability of repairing machines that are likely to break again.)
The constant a provides a parametrization of this heuristic. In particular, when a < 1, the
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heuristic is conservative, allocating more spare parts to the second stage than the projected
ratio of breakdowns suggests, while if a > 1, the heuristic is more myopic, giving higher
priority to the breakdowns that have already occurred in the first stage.
(2) Value-Based Heuristic: In this heuristic, given the state, we assign values of Ct and Ct(1 -pt)
to each spare part used to repair a machine of type t in the second stage and the first stage
respectively. Note that a repair of a machine in the first stage is valued less than a repair
of the same machine in the second stage, since a machine that is repaired in the first stage
may break down in the second stage and require the use of an extra spare part. We rank-
order the values Ct and Ct(1 - pt), t = 1, ... , T, and we repair broken down machines in
decreasing order of value, using the estimate pt(mt - yt) for the number of machines to
break down in the second stage.
We have tested the four rollout algorithms R7-, R*H, R7'1e, and Z7-t based on single and
multiple heuristics, and we have compared their performance with the one of the corresponding
heuristics, as well as with the optimal performance. Table 1 summarizes our results on a set
consisting of 5000 randomly generated test problems. In these problems, there were 5 machine
types, with costs 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, respectively. The number of machines of each type was
randomly chosen from the range [0, 10], the number of spare parts was randomly chosen from
0 to the total number of machines, and the breakdown probability for each machine type was
randomly chosen from the range [0,1]. A uniform distribution was used in each random choice.
The optimal cost, averaged over the test sample of 5000 problems was calculated (by brute force)
to be 33.69.
The proportional heuristic was used with three different values of the parameter a (0.5, 1.0,
and 1.5), and the corresponding values are indicated in the 1st column of Table 1. Also, when
multiple heuristics were used, they were combined into a single heuristic using the minimum cost
formula (22). Thus for example, the heuristic Value/Prop (a = 0.5), consists of starting at a
given node, running the value heuristic and the proportional heuristic with a = 0.5, and then out
of the two paths generated, choosing the one with minimal cost.
It can be seen that the rollout algorithms can improve significantly the performance of the
original heuristic algorithm 7-. In particular, the relative improvement (the percentage reduction
of the deviation from optimality, given in the last entry in each row of Table 1) is significant.
Furthermore, in agreement with the earlier analysis, it can be seen that:
(a) All of the algorithms ZR*H, R7-le, and R77- consistently outperform the original heuristic
algorithm 'H. On the other hand, because 'H is not guaranteed to be sequentially improving,
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Heuristic 7F 74X R-*FX RHe RX7 % Gain
Prop (a = 0.5) 49.00 43.09 43.06 44.13 44.10 38.80
Prop (a = 1.0) 37.23 37.76 35.83 36.14 36.04 39.54
Prop (a = 1.5) 41.28 36.11 34.93 35.04 34.98 83.66
Value 38.75 35.97 35.94 35.98 35.90 56.32
Value/Prop (a = 0.5) 38.74 35.95 35.93 35.95 35.90 56.23
Value/Prop (a = 1.0) 36.55 35.93 35.29 35.42 35.23 46.15
Value/Prop (a = 1.5) 37.39 35.62 34.93 35.01 34.90 67.30
Prop (a = 0.5)/Prop (a = 1.0) 37.03 37.76 35.73 36.14 36.05 38.92
Prop (a = 0.5)/Prop (a = 1.5) 38.98 36.18 35.04 35.14 35.12 74.29
Prop (a = 1.0)/Prop (a = 1.5) 36.61 36.13 34.93 35.13 34.97 57.53
Prop (a = 0.5)/Prop (a = 1.0)/Prop (a= 1.5) 36.40 36.14 34.94 35.14 34.99 53.87
Value/Prop (a = 1.0)/Prop (a = 1.5) 36.20 35.57 34.85 35.01 34.81 55.38
Value/Prop (a = 0.5)/Prop (a = 1.0) 36.55 35.93 35.29 35.42 35.24 45.80
Value/Prop (a = 0.5)/Prop (a = 1.5) 37.38 35.62 34.93 35.00 34.90 67.21
·Table 1: Test results on a set consisting of 5000 randomly generated test problems. Each row
corresponds to a single heuristic algorithm or a combination of heuristic algorithms (this is the
algorithm '7) as indicated in the leftmost entry. The second entry of the row gives the average
cost over the test set corresponding to 7-t starting from the initial node of the problem. Entries
3-6 in each row give the average cost over the test set for the corresponding rollout algorithms.
The optimal cost, averaged over the test sample, is 33.69. The last entry gives the percentage
gain in the error from optimality achieved by the best of the rollout algorithms, relative to
the original heuristic [for example the heuristic Prop (a = 0.5) of the 1st row is suboptimal
by 49.00 - 33.69 = 15.31, and the best rollout algorithm reduces this to 43.06 - 33.69 = 9.37,
resulting in a gain of (15.31 - 9.37)/15.31 or 38.8%].
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the standard rollout algorithm RHX may perform worse than the original heuristic 71 (see
the 2nd and 8th rows of the table).
(b) The optimized rollout algorithm 7R*7 consistently outperforms the standard and the ex-
tended rollout algorithms R7I and 7Z7e,.
(c) The fortified rollout algorithm R7%1 consistently outperforms the standard and the extended
rollout algorithms RH71 and 71Z7 e. On the other hand there is no clear superiority relation
between the optimized and the fortified algorithms.
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